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ABSTRACT
Image Segmentation in the Wavelet Domain
Using N-Cut Framework
by
Dongsheng Yao
Dr. Shahram Latifi, Exam ination Committee C hair
Professor of Electrical and Com puter Engineering
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

We introduce a wavelet domain image segmentation algorithm based on Normal
ized Cut(NCut) framework in this thesis. By employing the NCut algorithm we solve
the perceptual grouping problem of image segmentation which aims a t the extraction
of the global impression of an image. We capitalize on the reduced set of d a ta to
be processed and statistical features derived from the wavelet-transformed images to
solve graph partitioning more efficiently than before. Five orientation histogram s are
computed to evaluate sim ilarity/ dissimilarity measure of local structure. We use
properties of the wavelet transform filtering to capture edge information in vertical,
horizontal and diagonal orientations. This approach allows for direct processing of
compressed d a ta and results in faster implementation of NCut framework th an th at
in the spatial domain and also decent quality of segmentation of natural scene images.

Ill
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
One of the m ajor roles played by visual observation is to guide science applica
tions. For instance, we hope th at a computer can distinguish a bird from the sky
and clouds, in the same way we do by visual observation. This dem and has caused
image processing to be extensively researched by many scientists using many different
approaches. O ur goal is to get a better view and understanding of object of interest in
the image. In other words, because we need to distinguish the objects of interest from
the background and other objects, the operation of image segmentation is needed. In
most of the natural images, textures are the main differences between different parts
of interest of the hum an being. This property causes the area of texture segmentation
to undergo trem endous growth in recent years. In [1], the segm entation is pointed out
to be the operation at the threshold between low-level image processing and image
analysis. There are m any steps for the whole procedure of image processing; segmen
tation is only one p a rt of the problem. Figure 1 shows the diagram of the hierarchy of
the image processing operations. From the figure we can see image processing begins
with the capture of an image with a suitable acquisition system. Once the image
is sampled, it m ust be converted into a form or structure that can be treated with
computers. This process is called digitization. The first steps of digital processing
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may include a num ber of different operations and are known as image preprocessing.
At these steps, we have to correct the non-linear characteristics of the sensors such
as CCD, perform coordinate transform ations, and correct radiom etric and geometric
errors. After this, to analyze and identify objects, we need to apply adequate filtering
procedures. It is very im portant th a t feature images are extracted from the original
images. The basic operations for the feature image generation are averaging, edge
detection and the analysis of simple neighborhoods and complex texture patterns.
After this the object has to be separated from the background: the segmentation
resides right here.
Image segm entation is defined as the process of partitioning a digital image into
disjoint (non-overlapping) regions [2]. From three different philosophical perspectives,
image segm entation can be approached either by assigning pixels to a particular re
gion (region m erging), by attem pting to locate boundaries between regions, or by
identifying edge pixels, and then, linking them together to form boundaries. T hat
is, these algorithm s in some respect sim ulate the visual perception mechanism, which
in fact combines m erging and splitting based on the low cues such as color, bright
ness, texture etc. Also, some prior knowledge is used by hum an beings for image
partitioning. To make computer interpretation more probable, either low- or highlevel features should be utilized, such as image models. Obviously, it is not a simple
problem to obtain such a knowledge.
Generally, there are several basic concepts for segmentation. Pixel-based methods
only use the gray values of the individual pixels. Region-based m ethods analyze the
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Figure 1 : A Hierarchy of Digital Image Processing
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gray values in larger areas. Finally, edge-based methods detect edges and then try to
follow them . Pixel-based m ethods are considered the simplest approach because they
only consider the difference between pixel’s intensities; thus they are only suitable
for the image containing no textures. Edge-based techniques are based on the fact
that the position of an edge is given by an extreme of the first-order derivative or a
zero-crossing in the second-order derivative. Thus these approaches are able to deal
with the objects w ith gradually changed intensities and graded backgrounds, while the
pixel-based approaches will have problems. Region-based m ethods pay more attention
to the statistical characteristics of the neighborhood of objects. By examining the
features within a small window around a pixel, this m ethod computes similarities
between them by their texture relationships. Thus these techniques work very well
on the textured images. While most images we have to deal with contain textures,
we need to give texture segmentation more attention. Although a wide variety of
methodologies have been applied to this problem, most of the research focuses on
feature-based approaches and on the appropriate texture features.
The crucial im portance of the features for the texture representation [3] causes
many researchers to try many different ways to find the proper features. The feature
representing m ethods are categorized into two parts [4]: statistical approaches and
spatial/spatial-frequency approaches.
In the statistical approaches, researchers use co-occurrence matrices [5], secondorder statistics [6 ], local linear transformations [7], local extrema [8 ], and Markov
random fields [9] [10] [11] [12]. In the spatial/ spatial-frequency approaches, researchers
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use features obtained by computing Fourier transform dom ain energy [13], local orien
tation and frequency [14], multi-channel G abor filters [15][16][17][18][19], and wavelet.
The spatial-frequency domain approaches, especially the wavelet approaches, are
studied extensively for their efficiency in analyzing th e information content of im
ages. Recently, some researchers explored approaches which can take advantage of
more th an one m ethod used before. For instance, we can see from [20], the authors
tried to explore the edge information, i.e. the contour continuity in the region-based
approaches. By applying an adaptive contour factor, which is related to the orien
tation energy, th e region-based m ethods can be weighted according to the region or
non-region inform ation of diflferent parts of the images. The authors above process
images in the sp atial domain, thus they have to construct several orientation filters
and apply them to the images, and then use a complex algorithm to extract the con
tour, i.e. edge inform ation. We can see from here the huge potential of using wavelet
approaches.
Among the m any segmentation algorithms, Normalized C ut framework is intro
duced in [21]. T his algorithm is in the category of clustering methods derived from
the graph theory, such as the minimum spanning tree and the directed tree. The al
gorithms in this fam ily are capable ot detecting clusters of various shapes, at least for
the case in which they are well separated. In [21] th e authors modeled the approach
as a form of solving the perceptual grouping problem. T heir approach is in fact based
on modeling of perceptual grouping. Image segm entation here is treated as a graph
partitioning problem , and a normalized cuts criterion is suggested to measure both
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the to ta l sim ilarity within groups and to ta l dissimilarity between regions. If region
merging techniques are well suited for textured images, boundary and edge detection
based techniques work well for sm ooth images containing extended objects. Real
world images, th a t is images of natural scenes, usually comprise regions of different
local structure. Thus, the algorithm which works efficiently for images of different
structural content is preferable. In th is respect, the NCuts algorithm based on the
region-based split and merge approach is suitable. In the grouping of the NCuts al
gorithm, we need to partition the set of vertices into m utually exclusive subgraphs by
the similarity among the vertices in a subgraph. By computing the weighted m atri
ces among each pair of the vertices and solving the eigensystem, the authors get th e
optimal bipartition of the graph. Here the problem arises: the com putation of th e
eigensystem solver is greedy and is of

0

(n), where n is the number of the nodes, i.e.

the number of the pixels for images. T his is the main drawback of graph partitioning
techniques which constitute the base for the NCuts framework.With the wavelet de
composition, we can reduce the data set dimension extremely, thus the com putation
will be much faster. Also we can employ different weight methods for the weighting of
the links between each pair of the nodes to get different similarity of representations.
Wavelet transform and m ultiresolution decomposition have been studied inten
sively for their applications in various image analysis tasks. There is considerable
experience accum ulated on edge detection, texture discrimination, shape feature com
putation and image similarity estim ation implemented by means of transform dom ain
analysis[25][28][29][30][31][35]. We have studied low level structural features which
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can be com puted by d a ta multiresolution analysis[42]. Edge points locations and
edge density are com puted as feature vectors for content-based image querying. Us
ing energy analysis across the scales, texture and sm ooth images are distinguished.
Different levels are employed for edge detection and texture feature com putation.
The energies of the wavelet coefficients in three detailed subbands are computed, and
their ratios to the to ta l energy of the scale are estim ated. By comparing this ratio to
a given threshold, the decision is made on whether the structure of an image or image
region possesses dom inant directionality or not; and then images are indexed accord
ing to their structural properties. The effective scheme of image querying coupled
with the reduced set of d a ta to be processed yield fast database retrieval.
In [41], we have shown how to employ wavelet transform for document segmenta
tion. Document images are treated as textured, where texts, drawings and pictures
within the docum ent are treated as different classes of textures. Images are processed
in the wavelet dom ain, and such features as variation and energy of coefficients w ithin
blocks are derived. Based on these features, k-means classifier solves grouping task.
In this thesis, we will explore texture feature representation, extraction and the
application of the Normalized Cut framework in the wavelet domain. O ur goal is
to find the effect of the wavelet-based feature associated with the Normalized C ut
framework, and to improve the efficiency of the com putation while keeping a compa
rable segmentation quality. We will show how to carry com putation over the large
dataset to the sm aller one, and to obtain features required to compute pairwise sim
ilarity/ dissimilarity measures, i.e.weights required for graph partitioning algorithm .
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Five orientation histograms are computed. Three of them are derived directly from
the high-pass subbands and two others are computed by low-pass subbands process
ing. In C hapter 2, we will give a basic explanation about the wavelet decomposition.
In C hapter 3, we will show the detail about the Normalized Cut framework. In Chap
ter 4, we will show our algorithm and the results. The conclusions will be given in
C hapter 5.
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C H A PT E R 2

METHODOLOGIES OF T H E W AVELET TRANSFORM
In this chapter, we will give a basic explanation about the wavelet decomposition.
Since our experiments are based on the wavelet transform ation, it is very im portant
to understand clearly how the wavelet decom position works and what the im portant
properties of the wavelet transform ation are.

2.1

Wavelet Overview

Wavelets eire m athem atical functions th a t cut d a ta into different frequency compo
nents, and then study each component with a resolution matched to its scale[22]. As
pointed by Yves Meyer, the objectives of signal processing are to analyze accurately,
code efficiently, transm it rapidly, and then to reconstruct carefully at the receiver the
delicate oscillations or fluctuations of this function of time[37]. For the 2-D case, the
signal becomes the image, and will be represented by different numerical values in
matrices. The goal of most modern wavelet research is to create a set of basis func
tions or general expansion functions and transform s th a t will give an informative,
efficient, and useful description of a function of signal. The multiresolution decom
position separates components of a signal in a way th a t is superior to most other
methods for analysis and processing. We will show it in Section 2.4. The discrete
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wavelet transform has such properties to decompose a signal at different independent
scales and to do it in a very flexible way. This gives the wavelet transform a huge
potential as a tool for signal and image processing.

2.2

Wavelet and O ther Time-Frequency Transform ation Methods

Fourier analysis has been used for m any years for its precise physical interpreta
tions, such as time-frequency analysis of signals. Both Fourier transforms and Fourier
series are Fourier analysis. For a continuous time-domain signal, i.e. an analog signal
X,

the Fourier transform X { f ) of the signal x describes the spectral behavior of x in

terms of frequency in the frequency domain. While the Fourier series transform the
signal into a sum m ation of bi-inflnite sequences with 27r-period, the Fourier transform
is an integral of the signal and

X{f)=

J — OO

x(t)e-^^^'f^dt

(1 )

As shown in Equation 1, the coefficients X { f ) is com puted as inner products of the
signal with sine-wave basis functions of inflnite duration. As a result, Fourier analysis
works well if x{t) is composed of a few stationary components. We can imagine th a t
in the Fourier analysis, a signal can be viewed as the simple addition of waves with
different periods. T he wave here is deflned as an oscillating function of tim e or space,
with different phases, am plitudes, such as a sine or a cosine wave. It is well known th at
for a periodic, tim e-invariant signal, it’s components in the frequency dom ain keep a t
flxed places. Due to the characteristics of the Fourier analysis, for a transient, non-
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stationary, or time-varying signal, its frequency components may expand the whole
frequency to infinity. Also, we are not able to locate the precise time when the signal
changes. Therefore, an analysis which can adapt itself according to the frequency
components of the signal is required for the non-stationary signal analysis.

ST F T i':, f )

m
il!i#1111
IB #
Sliding
Window g(t)

Figure 2: Time-frequency Space for the STFT. Horizontal stripes indicate the shifting
filter bank, vertical stripes indicate sliding window function

There are two ways to satisfy the above need: one is to choose a window function,
by which the input signal x(t) is chopped up into sections, and each section is analyzed
for its frequency content separately. The windowed-section is processed as a small
stationary signal. Another m ethod is the wavelet transform . The former m ethod is
called the Short-Tim e Fourier Transform(STFT) or G abor transform. In the STFT,
once the window is chosen, its size is fixed. In other words, its resolution for different
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frequency components is the same. The S T F T is the classical method for the timefrequency representation of signals. It is actually a two-dimensional time-frequency
representation of the signal x{t). The representation 5 (r, / ) of the ST FT consists of
spectral characteristics associated w ith tim e and local frequency. Gabor defined the
first S { r , f ) as:
5 (r, f ) = I x ( t ) g \ t -

dt

(2 )

This approach assumes th at the signal x{t) is stationary when it is seen through a
window g{t) of lim ited extent, centered at a tim e location r . The signal is windowed
by g{t) to x{t)g*{t - r).

Figure 3: Short-Tim e Fourier Transform

Figure 2 shows the time-frequency space of the Short-Time Fourier Transform.
Figure 3 shows the Short-Time Fourier Transform. From equation 2 we can see th at
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the spectrum of the window function produces an estim ation of the fundamental
frequencies of x{t) around tim e r. T here are two problems of the STFT: first, due
to the properties of the window function, there are unavoidable artificial frequency
components introduced in the interested signals. The only window function w ithout
this affect is the delta function â(f), which is defined as:

+00

for t= 0

^

(3)
0

otherwise

such th at
0 0
/ r++00

5{t)dt =

(4)

1

•00

But we can deduce th a t with such a short window, the gated signal f{t)5{t) cannot
contain useful frequency components, because the time range is too short. According
to the uncertainty principle in the inform ation theory, the am ount of information we
can extract is limited by relating the window size to the frequency resolution. This
can be expressed as:

T im e x B a ndw idth = A t A f > ^

This equation is also called the Heisenberg inequality.

(5)

G abor uses the Gaussian

function as the window function ^(t), which is believed to be the best optimally con
centrated function in both tim e and frequency and m eeting the bound with equality.
The second problem of the STFT, also the main problem of the STFT, is its fixed
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length of th e window function. W ith the fixed window length, the time-frequency
resolution for the S T F T is also fixed over the entire time-frequency space. Thus,
if the input signal composes of sm all bursts associated w ith long quasi-stationary
components, then by carefully choosing the window function, we can analyze time or
frequency components with good resolution. But we cannot do the analysis to both
tim e and frequency components w ith a good resolution a t the same time.
To solve the problems associated with the STFT, th e wavelet transform is intro
duced. Wavelet transform s provide length-variable windows. They are able to obtain
both detailed frequency components and extract sharp bursts of the input signal. By
using varied short high-frequency basis functions and long low-frequency basis func
tions, wavelet transform s achieve this requirement and overcome the STFT for the
non-stationary signal analysis and processing. Figure 4 shows different time-frequency
resolutions of the S T F T and the wavelet transform. For b o th low- and high-frequency
components, the S T F T has the same resolution, while the wavelet transform has var
ied resolution by which it can capture both time and frequency position precisely.
For the low frequency components, the wavelet transform s have a higher frequency
resolution but a lower time resolution; for the high frequency components, it has a
lower frequency resolution but a higher time resolution. Since most of the signals we
encounter in practice need high resolution for low frequency components, the wavelet
transforms give us b e tter solutions.
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Frequency

Time
Frequency

Time
Figure 4: Resolution Comparison for the STFT and Wavelet Transform
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2.3

Wavelet Analysis

We have seen th e forte of the wavelet transform over the ST FT approaches in the
analysis of the real signals. In this section, we will show how to construct wavelet
transforms.
Like the Fourier transform, there are two kinds of wavelet transforms: continuous
and discrete wavelet transforms (DW T). Actually, the discrete wavelet tr ansform
is the discretizing version of the continuous wavelet transform. For the continuous
signals, the continuous wavelet transform (CW T) uses two continuous variables to
shift( or translate) and scale the basic wavelet, it is defined as:

F ( a , 6) =

(6 )

and its inverse transform is:

fit) = K

JJ

^ F ’(a, b)i/;i^—^ ) d a d b

(7)

where -ipit) is the basic wavelet and a,b ^ R are real continuous variables, and K is
given by:
(8 )

=

with W(w) being th e Fourier transform of the wavelet

K is used to normalize

the wavelet transform . Equation 7 to be satisfied requires FT < oo. In most cases, this
requires th a t W (0) = 0 and W(w) go to zero fast enough[23]. Note th a t the Fourier
transform W(w) of the wavelet ‘0 (f) is dilated as the scale increases. The large scale
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corresponds to contracted signals while the small scale corresponds to dilated signals.
The shifting and scaling factors a and b in the C W T are continuous. T h a t means
the signal /(£) is transform ed by taking the inner product of the signal an d the basic
wavelet shifting and scaling a t any possible continuous real values.
In the discretization of the wavelet transform , we set a to be positive and a, b to
be discrete values only. L et’s consider the dilation factor of the wavelet transform :
a is at values of a ^ , where m E Z , and oq 7^ 1 is constant and positive. W ith each
different value of m , we get a different dilation value. We can define the continuous
wavelet transform fam ily as:

= |a|

thus, for each value of m , the w idth of

(9)

is

time the w idth of

For m = 0, we can discretize b by taking the integer m ultiples of a constant bo, where
60

is chosen so th a t the ipit — nbo) covers the whole line [24]. Consider both cases, we

choose a = a ^ , b — nboa^, where m , n both range over Z. Thus the corresponding
wavelet changes to:

For com putational efiaciency, we use ao = 2 and Ôq = 1. These d ata will partition
the frequencies into consecutive “octaves” , in other words, adjacent frequency bands
with doubling bandw idth. This function

n) is obtained from the single
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wavelet function ^(£) by a binary dilation( i.e. dilation by 2 "^ and a dyadic translation
of 7i / 2 ”*). W ith this wavelet basis, we can write the series representation of /(£) as

f(i) =

Cj,kipj,k{t)

(1 1 )

j , k = — CO

where the wavelet coefficients Cj^k are given by

Cj,k=< f,tpj,k>

We have defined the integral transform or inner production

(W ^ /)( 6 ,a ) := |a|

(1 2 )

as

[ /(£ )^ (-— -)dt
j —00
a,

(13)

and a = 2,6 = 1, then the wavelet coefficients in Equation 12 become

—

(M 4 /)(^ : ^ )

(14)

Thus, the {j, k)*-^ wavelet coefficient of / is given by the integral wavelet transforma
tion of / evaluated a t th e dyadic position h — k / 2^ w ith binary dilation a =
the same wavelet ij} is used to generate the wavelet series in Equation
i.e. 2^ >

1,

11.

2 “-^,

and

For j > Q,

the V’j,A:(^) = ^fc(2-^£) is narrower and is translated in smaller steps. Thus,

it can represent finer detail. For j < 0, i.e. 2^ < 1, 'tpj,k(t) is wider and is translated in
larger steps, so these wider scaling functions can represent only coarse information,
and the space they span is smaller.
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2.4

M ultiresolution Analysis Using Wavelet Transform

M ultiersolution representations are very effective for analyzing th e information
content of images. We can use th e wavelet transform to approxim ate a signal at a
given resolution. Under such conditions, the difference of inform ation between the ap
proximation of a signal a t the resolutions 2 J+i and 2^ can be extracted by decomposing
this signal on a wavelet orthonorm al basis of
a family of wavelet basis is form ulated by

We already know th a t in L^{R),
This decomposition defines an

orthogonal multiresolution representation called a wavelet representation[25]. Given
a sequence of increasing resolutions{ry, j E Z } , the details of an image a t the resolu
tion Tj are defined as the difference of information between its approxim ation a t the
resolution Vj and its approxim ation at the lower resolution ry -i. At different resolu
tions, the details of an image generally characterize different physical structures of
an image. At a coarse resolution, these details correspond to the larger structures; a t
a finer resolution, these details correspond to the smaller blocks of the image. The
coarse-to-fine strategy has already been widely studied. In the discrete wavelet cases,
the difference of information between two approximations a t the resolutions 2 ^‘*"^ and
2^ is extracted by decomposing the function in a wavelet orthonorm al basis. The
basic requirement of m ultiresolution analysis is nesting spanned spaces such that:

. . . C U_ 2 C

c Uo C Ul C Us . . . C
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or
Vj C V^+ifor all J G Z

(16)

U_oc= 0 ,U oo = L2.

(17)

■nath

The space containing higher resolution signals will contain the space of lower resolu
tion [23]. T he condition

f(t) e V j

^

f ( 2 t)

insures th a t the elements in a space are simply

e vs+i

(18)

scaled versions of the elements in

the next space. T he approximation of a signal at a resolution 2^+^ contains all the
necessary inform ation to compute the same signal at a sm aller resolution 2^. W hen
computing an approxim ation of /(£) at resolution 2^, some information about /(£ )
is lost. However, as the resolution increases to -l-oo the approxim ated signal should
converge to

the original signal. The nesting of

achieved by

requiring that

0

(£) € U ; th at is, if

the spans of (f>{2 H — k), i.e. Vj is
is in Vo, it is also in the space

spanned by (j){2t), V[. This means 0(£) can be expressed in.term s of a weighted sum
of shifted

0 ( 2 £)

as
h{n)y/2<t>{2t — n ) , n E Z

0 (0 =

(19)

n

where the coefficients h{n) are a sequence of real or complex numbers called the scaling
function coefficients (or the scaling filter or the scaling vector), and the \/5 m aintains
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the norm of the scaling function with the scale of two. T his equation is called the
m ultiresolution analysis equation, or the dilation equation. Now let us consider the
orthogonality of the scaling functions and wavelets. Orthogonal basis functions allow
simple calculation of expansion coefficients; and they have the Parseval’s theorem to
keep the energy in th e wavelet transform dom ain as the same in the spatial domain.
We denote the orthogonal complement of Vj in Vj+\ as Wj and showm in Figure 5. In
the Figure 5, Vj = Vq 0 Wq, and Vg = Vg 0 Wq

Wi. The relationship of the Vj is

0

V3 D V2 D Vi D Vq. T he whole space is defined as

= Vg 0 W q 0

0

...

where Vq is the initial space spanned by the scaling function <f>(t — k).

(2 0 )

Thus all

members of Vj are orthogonal to all members of Wj. In other words

<

for all appropriate j , k , l E Z.
We know th a t W q C V i , th at is the wavelets reside in the space spanned by the
next narrower scaling function. Thus the wavelets can be expressed by a weighted
sum of shifted scaling function 0(2£) defined in E quation 19 by

= ^ h i { n ) y / 2 ( j ) { 2 t —n ) , n E Z
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Wo

Wi

Vo

Figure 5: Nest Spaces for the Scaling Function and Wavelets
for some set of coefficients hi{n). The wavelets span the difference or orthogonal
complement spaces of the scaling functions. It is shown in [23] th a t

h]_{n) — (—

—n)

(23)

in order to satisfy the orthogonality of integer translations of the wavelet or scaling
function. From the Equation 22 we can derive that

(24)

where 2^ is the scaling of t. Using these set of scaling functions

and wavelets

tpj^kii), any given function f ( t ) G L^{R) can be represented as

f(i) =

I Z c{k)<j>k{t) + X! 5Z ^ 0 '’ k)'i!}j.k{t)
fc=—oo
j=Q k=—oo
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this is actually a series expansion of the scaling functions an d wavelets. In the Equa
tion 25, the first term gives the low resolution or coarse approxim ation of f{t). The
second term gives the increasing detail by adding up the higher or finer resolution
functions. T he coefficients c{k) and d{j, k) are calculated by

c{k) =co{k) =

= J f{t)4>kit)dt

(26)

and
d(y, k) = dj(k) =

=

j

f(t)ipj,k{t)dt.

(27)

Using E quation 19 and 22, Equation 25 can be represented as

m

- i) + E E di(k)2i/=i,(2H-k)

k

k j=jo

(28)

where the jo is a factor setting the coarsest scale space spanned by <pjo,k{.t)- This is
the discrete wavelet transform. There are m any different bases we can choose for the
scaling functions and the wavelets.

2.5

Different Scaling Functions and W avelets

From the E quation 19, the scaling function

satisfies the multiresolution for

mulation
<p{t) = ^ h{n)\/2(j){2t —n).
n
If we denote the Fourier transform ation of

(29)

and h{n) as $(w ) and H{u}) respec-
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tively, then the Equation 29 is equivalent to

(30)

where
h{n) — V 2

(31)

and $(0) is well defined. If the 0(t) is orthogonal as defined by

E

if k=0
(32)
otherwise

0

and
1

ifk = 0

h(n)h{n — 2 k) = S(k) = <

(33)
0

otherwise

then we can construct the orthogonal wavelet [23]. Now we consider several wavelets.
The Haar wavelet can be constructed by

(34)

and the scaling function is

1

for

0

< ( <

1

(35)

Hi) =
0

otherwise
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The wavelet is
1

fo r0 < t < l

_ i

for 1 / 2 < ( < 1

0

otherwise

ipix) =

Figure

6

/2

(36)

displays the H aar scaling function and the H aar wavelet.

0.5

Figure 6 : Haar Scaling Function and Haar Wavelet

V'l ((), • ■■t i ’ni't), ■■■defined on [0,1] makes the series

This orthonorm al base

<

/ , '0 0

>

tp o ( t) +

<

/ ,

0 1

>

0 l ( t )

+

. . . 4 -

<

/ ,

0 n

>

0 n ( i)

+

• • •

converges to f { t) uniformly on [0 , 1] for any continuous function f{t) on [0 , 1 ].
If function f{t) is continuous and has a continuous derivative, then its approx
imation by step functions is not appropriate. The H aar function is not continuous
and its Fourier transform ation decays only like ]w]"^. This corresponds to the bad
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frequency localization. Thus, the Haar function is even worse than some windowed
Fourier bases. For the analysis of smoother functions, the discontinuous H aar basis
is not suitable.
In the DW T, the compact support of the 0(f) and h{n) aids in the tim e localization
of the DW T and reduces the computation. Thus choosing the compact supported
0(f) and h{n) is very im portant. W ith the simple F IR filters, we can implement the
compact supported h{n). T he length of the sequence h{n) together with the linear
constraints and bilinear constraints described in Equation 31 and 33 provide a y — 1
degrees of freedom in choosing the h{n). For a h{n) of length N = 2,there are no
degrees of freedom for
coefficients hnaaT =

us to choose the h{n). This leads to the Haar scaling function
which are also the length -2 Daubechies coefficients.

For the length-4 coefficient sequence, there is one degree of freedom for us to choose
the h(n), we can set the param eter as o:, and h{n) satisfies

h(0) + h{l) -F h{2) + h{3) = V2

(37)

h^(0) -F h^(l) -F h^{2) -F h^(3) = 1

(38)

and
h{0)h{2)

-F

A(l)h(3) = 0

(39)

We can get
h(0) = (1 —cos (a) -F sin (a ))/(2 \/2 )
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where if we set a =

tt/ 3,

h{l) = (1 + cos(o:) + sin(û:))/(2\/2)

(41)

h{2) = (1 + cos (a) —sin(or))/(2-\/2)

(42)

h{3) = (1 — cos (a) —sin(of))/(2\/2)

(43)

we can get the Daubechies-4 coefficients

^
^14- y/3 3 + y/3 3 — y/3 1 — \/3 ^
flDaubA =

(44)

For the length - 6 coefficient vector or longer vectors, by simply setting several param 
eters associated w ith the degrees of freedom and the values of these param eters, we
can get several different wavelet coefficient vectors.
Daubechies showed methods for constructing orthonorm al wavelets with the com
pact support and the maximum num ber of vanishing moments [23]. The first step is
choosing the length N for the h{n), and then setting factors of ]Ff(w)|^, which is the
Fourier transform ation of h(n). T he calculations are carried out using the z-transform
of the transfer function and using convolution in the time dom ain rather than mul
tiplication in the frequency dom ain. Daubechies showed th a t it is not possible for
a completely sym m etric real h(n) to have com pact support and support orthogonal
wavelets at the sam e time; but it is possible for complex h{n), biorthogonal systems,
infinitely long h(n), and multiwavelets. By choosing different set of the N — 1 roots
of the H ( z ) H { l / z ) , we can get some variations in Daubechies’ wavelets. This zero
moment design approach assures th a t the resulting wavelet system is an orthonor-
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mal basis. T he systems having a m aximum num ber of zero moments of the wavelets
also have a high degree of smoothness for the scaling and wavelet functions. The mo
ments of the wavelets provide inform ation about th e flatness of ff(w ) and smoothness
of 0(f). T he moments of the scaling function 0(f) and scaling coefficients h{n) are
measures of the localization and sym m etry characteristics of the wavelet transform.
The orthogonality across both translation and scale gives a clean, robust, and
symmetric formulation satisfying the Parseval’s theorem . It also places strong lim ita
tions on the possibilities of the wavelet system, because the orthogonality needs to use
a large num ber of the degrees of freedom. This results in complicated design of the
equations. T he complicated design prevents linear phase of the analysis and synthesis
filter banks: and prevents asymmetric analysis and synthesis systems. The biorthogo
nal wavelet system allows greater flexibility at the expense of the energy partitioning
property of the Parseval’s theorem. In the orthogonal wavelets, the analysis filters
and synthesis filters are time reversal of each other, i.e., h{n) = h{—n),g{n) = g{—n).
For the biorthogonal case, the four filters have to be related as

gin) = ( - l ) ” /i(l - n),g{n) = ( - l ) ”/i(l - n)

(45)

^ h l n ) h { n + 2k) = 6 {k)
n

(46)

and

The A(n) is orthogonal to h(n). We know for the orthogonal case, we have Yin h{n)h{n+
2k) = (J(fc). This is the reason th a t it is called biorthogonal. The biorthogonal wavelet
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systems generalize the classical orthogonal wavelet systems. They are more flexible
and generally easier to design. There are several differences between the orthogonal
and the biorthogonal wavelet systems: The orthogonal wavelet filter and scaling filter
m ust be of the same length, and the length must be even, say 2, 4, 6 , etc. This restric
tion is not needed for biorthogonal systems. In the orthogonal wavelet systems, the
symmetric compact support wavelets and scaling functions are impossible, b u t for the
biorthogonal wavelet systems, this can be easily achieved. The main disadvantages of
the biorthogonal systems is th at the Parseval’s theorem is no longer satisfied. T hat
is the norm of the wavelet coefficients is not the same as the norm of the signals
spanned. At this point, the orthogonal system beats the biorthogonal.

DWT

Linear

Processor

Inverse
DWT

Linear or
Nonlinear

Linear

I Y

Figure 7: Wavelet-Based Signal Processing

2.6

Properties of the Wavelet Transform and Multiresolution Analysis

We have briefly reviewed wavelets and multiresolution analysis. For more detailed
treatm ents we refer to [24] [32] [37] [40].
Wavelet transform decomposes a signal into the coarser resolution representation
containing low frequency approximation information and the higher frequency details.
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h, [k]
INPUT IM/i GE

h iM
hi [k]

Figure

8:

Diagram of the Wavelet Transform

Wavelet transform employs a group of filtering functions (filter bank) to decompose
signals into different frequency components. For each component, there is a scaling
function which m atches the appropriate level of resolution. Figure

8

shows the dyadic

transform, where ho and hi are high and low-pass filters respectively. A nd the downsampling reduces the resolution by a factor of 2. Thus, at any given scale we have
initial two-dimensional d a ta reduced by a factor of 4. By inverting the procedure,
the perfect reconstruction of an initial image can be obtained by means of conjugate
m irror filters.
We know th a t the H aar wavelet is not suitable for the continuous signal processing;
people turn to the new basis of the wavelet transform .

Battle-Lemarie obtained

another orthonormal wavelet by orthonorm alizing m th order cardinal B-splines Njn{t)
for m > 2. However, this leads to an infinitely long filter. We have known th at
the Daubechies’ orthonorm al basis (see [37]) has compact support. T h at is, for each
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Figure 9: Daubechies2 Wavelet Transform of an Image

integer r > 0, a function '0(t) of class C , the Daubechies’ orthonormal basis for
L ‘^ {R) is defined as
= 2^/^ = •0r(2^t — k ) , j , k e Z

(47)

where the function ipr{i) in L ‘^ {R) has the property th a t {'0 r(^ — A:)|A: G Z} is an
orthonormal sequence in Lr{R).
Then the trend f j at scale 2“^, of a function /

f j (J’) —

k

^

G

L^{R) is defined by

(t) ■

(48)

The fluctuations, or details in the case of an image, are denoted by dj{t) and
defined by
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mm
Figure 10: Five Masks Used to Com pute Orientation Histogram of the Wavelet Co
efficients:
(a) for LL subband, (b) for horizontal subband,
(c) for vertical subband, (d) an d (e) for diagonal subband

Figure 11: Three Texture Blocks

(49)
To analyze these details further, we define an orthonormal scaling function (pr(t)
such th a t {4>r(t — k), k E Z } is also an orthonormal sequence. T he scaling function
has properties similar to those of the wavelet 'tpr{t):

-k)=

k€Z
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The two functions <j)r{t) and ipr{t), are also called the father wavelet and the
m other wavelet respectively. Figure 9 shows wavelet transform of an image using
Daubechies’2 wavelets. The family of wavelets are generated from ^r(f) and V’r(^) by
changing the scale and the translation in tim e (or space in image processing).
As mentioned in [35], Daubechies’ orthonorm al basis has the following properties:
- -ipr has the com pact support interval [0 , 2 r 4 -l]
- ipr has about r/o continuous derivatives
- / “

t p r { t ) d t

= ... = /~

X ' ’l p r i t ) d t

=

0.

Due to their properties, Daubechies’ wavelets give remarkable results in image
analysis and synthesis. In fact, a wavelet function with compact supp o rt can be
easily implemented by finite length filters. T his finite length property is im portant
for spatial dom ain localization. Furtherm ore, functions with continuous derivatives
allow the continuity to be analyzed more efficiently. Also, edge artifacts can be
avoided. Since the m other wavelets are used to characterize details of a signal, they
should have a zero integral so th at the trend information is stored in the coefficients
obtained by the father wavelet.
Any given wavelet transform ation is in fact a multiresolution edge detector. Split
ting an image into low-pass and three high-pass subbands at three orientations yields
edge information in vertical, horizontal and off-diagonal directions. At each orienta
tion, the high frequency parts, such as edges and ridges, are captured according to
the frequency of a band. T hat is, if an edge or a ridge is within the support of a
wavelet basis function, the corresponding wavelet coefficient is large. Likewise, the
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smooth image region has the corresponding sm all wavelet coefficients across scale.
The wavelet transform ation of an iV x AT discrete image can be efficiently computed
using a filter bank or lifting algorithm in 0 (iW ) computations. T he following prop
erties of the wavelet transform s make them attractive for image analysis.
. Locality: Each wavelet coefficient represents the image content localized in spatial
location and frequency.
. Multiresolution: The wavelet transform analyzes the image a t a nested set of scales.
. Energy Compaction: The wavelet transform s of real-world images tend to be sparse.
A wavelet coefficient is large only if singularities are present w ithin the support
of the wavelet.
. De-correlation: The wavelet coefficients of real-world images ten d to be approxi
m ately decorrelated.

2.7

Wavelet-Based Signal Processing and Applications

We can process signals in the wavelet dom ain as displayed in Figure 7. At the
heart of the discrete wavelet transform are a pair of filters ho and hi: the low-pass
and high-pass filters. The input data are first filtered by Hq and &i, then downsampled. T he sam e building block is further iterated on the low-pass outputs. The
com putational complexity of the DWT algorithm for a length-N D W T is 0 { N ) . For
2D signals, there are 2D wavelet transform s which consist of two steps: performing
ID wavelet transform on each row of the signal / , thus producing a new image f ;
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and on the new image / ' , perform ing the same ID wavelet transform on each columns.
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C H A PTER 3

NORMALIZED CUTS FRAMEWORK
Shi and Malik proposed a novel approach solving the perceptual grouping problem:
Normalized Cuts [21]. This approach aims at extracting the global impression of an
image rather than focusing on local features and their consistencies in the image data.
The normalized cut criterion measures both the total dissimilarity between different
groups as well as the total similarity within groups.
In the normalized cuts algorithm, visual grouping is formulated as a graph par
titioning problem. T he nodes of the graph represent pixels which have to be parti
tioned. The edges th a t link the nodes are marked by weights which correspond to the
strength of the belonging group. These weights can be assigned for color, intensity,
texture and some other features. Graph partitioning can be considered as a task of
finding the minimum cut, th a t is the minimum sum of weights of connections across
the groups and the m axim um sum of them within the groups.
Shi and Malik’s approach considers the set of points in an arbitrary feature space
represented as a weighted graph G = (V, E ). The nodes of the graph are the points
in the feature space, and edges are formed between each two nodes. T he weight on
each edge,

is a function of the sim ilarity between nodes i and j . How to set a

criterion for a good partition precision and com putation efficiency is the m ain problem

36
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n2

Min-cut2

••
nl Min-cut 1

u

Better Cut
Figure 12: A Case Where Minimum C ut Fails

of the Normahzed C uts Framework. As the authors pointed out, the normalized cut
associated with the graph partitioning methods gives a good global segmentation for
images.
Let A and B are partitions of the graph G = (V ,E ), where V are the nodes and
E are the edges. A U B = V , and A D B = <^. The

cnt(A , B ) =

^
w{u,v)
ueA.ueB

(51)

where w is the weight of the edge between nodes i and j . The optim al bi-partitioning
of a graph is the one th a t minimizes this cut value. Some researchers proposed clus
tering method based on this minimum cut criterion. Their m ethods can be efficiently
achieved by recursively finding the minimum cuts. The m ethods can produce good
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Figure 13: A Point Set

global segmentation on some images. B u t since the cut defined in Equation 51 will in
crease with the number of edges going across the two partitioned parts, these m ethods
often partition small sets of isolated nodes out rather than make a good segm enta
tion. Figure 12 shows this case: assum ing the edge weights are inversely proportional
to the distance between the two nodes, these m ethods may partition nodes rii and
Ti2 out because they have a very sm all value. To solve this problem, Shi an d Malik
proposed the Normalized Cuts. Instead of looking at the value of total edge weight
connecting the two partitions, their m easure computes the cut cost as a fraction of
the total edge connections to all the nodes in the graph.
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N cut(A ,B )=

assoc(A, V )

assoc{A, V)

(52)

where
assoc(A,V) =

^
w{u,v)
ueA,veV

is the total weight of connections from nodes in p artition A to all nodes in the graph.
W ith this equation, the cut th a t partitions out small isolated node sets will not have
small N c u t value.

0.7
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Figure 14: Eigenvalue of the Point Set Case

Let us denote weight m atrix as W , where Wij are the weights, and D is the
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Figure 15: Eigenvector Associated with the Smallest Eigenvalue of the Point Set Case

diagonal m atrix such that

The NCuts problem becomes

minxJVcut{x) = m i n y

y ^ (D - W )y
y T j ^ y -----

(53)

with two constraints on y: y{i) E {1, —6} and y ^ D l = 0, where 1 is an A x 1 vector
of all ones, x is an N = |V | dimensional indicator vector; Xi =

1

if node i is in A,

and X,- = —1 if node i is not in A . y = (l-j-x ) —6 (l-x ), 6 is a constant. By solving
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Figure 16: Eigenvectors Associated with the 2nd Smallest Eigenvalue of the Point
Set Case

the generalized eigenvalue system

(D -W )y = ADy

(54)

we can minimize Equation 53 when y takes on real values.
Shi and Malik’s algorithm needs the input weight m atrix, th a t is the sim ilarity
between the weight on the edge connecting each pair of nodes in the processed data.
Let us consider a point set case first. The point set is show in Figure 13.
In this case, the weight on the graph edge between point i and j is given by
Wij =

where d{i,j) is the Euclidean distance between the two points, and
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Figure 17: Eigenvector Associated w ith the 3rd Sm allest Eigenvalue of the Point Set
Case

(Tx is a scaling factor controlling the spatial proximity. W ith this weight m atrix, we
can solve the eigenvalue problem. T he solution of th e eigenvalue is shown in Figure 14
and the eigenvectors corresponding to the 6 sm allest eigenvalues are shown in Figure
15 to Figure 20.
The eigenvector with the second sm allest eigenvalue is the bi-partitioning indicator
vector used to partition the point set.

By recursively partitioning the point set

using the eigenvector w ith the second smallest eigenvalue, we get two consequent
segmentation results for the point set case, which are shown in Figure 21 and Figure
22.

As proved in [21], the second sm allest eigenvector of this system is the real valued
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Figure 18: Eigenvector Associated with the 4th Smallest Eigenvalue of the Point Set
Case

solution to th e normalized cut problem. T he solutions based on higher eigenvectors
become unreliable, as we can see from the Figure 17 to Figure 20. One key problem
of the application of the presented algorithm is the com putation of weights. The
weight on each edge connecting two nodes in the graph G = (V, E) should reflect the
likelihood of the two nodes belonging to the same object or different objects. We can
simply use the brightness value of the pixels and/or their spatial locations to define
the edge weight, or use the texture information and color information.

3.1

Orientation Energy Weighting

In [20], Leung and Malik proposed a new weighting m ethod which provides a way
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Figure 19: Eigenvector Associated with the 5th Smallest Eigenvalue of the Point Set
Case

of incorporating curvilinear grouping into region-based image segmentation. By com
puting the soft contour inform ation obtained through orientation energy, the authors
exploited the powerful cue of contour continuity and the Normalized Cut approach.
The region-based approaches can hardly deal with the curvilinear continuity, a very
powerful constraint for the image segmentation. The contour-based approaches can
not deal with textured regions easily and decisions are made locally. The authors’
goal is to incorporate curvilinear grouping in a region-based setting. They proposed
a weighting function which takes contours into account softly through orientation en
ergy. The calculation of the weighting function has the following steps: first, applying
elongated Gaussian filters and their Hilbert transform s at different orientations on the
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Case

images; second, setting values in the weight matrices containing edge or contour in
formation by calculating energy a t different orientations.

(55)

(56)
where a is the scale and A is the elongation of the filter. The energy is defined as the
square of the coefficients derived from the transformation:

E n erg y = ( / *

+ ( / * T 2Ÿ
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where I is th e intensity of the image to be processed.

is convolution. After

this, find the maximum energy of different filtered coefficients at the same position.
The maximum energy is used as the feature value. Here we can see the potential of
using the wavelet transform: the wavelet transform itself is an algorithm with the
properties of elongated filtering at several orientations; besides at a specific scale, we
can reduce the d a ta size which is im portant for the sohdng of the eigensystem for the
Normalized C u t framework. Leung’s and Malik’s approach is based on the spatial
domain of images. This m eans that their algorithm has to deal with a larger data
size than th a t in the wavelet domain. This is the idea and motivation behind the
algorithm used in this thesis.
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C H A PT ER 4

ALGORITHM D ESCRIPTIO N AND RESULTS
Texture feature extraction intends to m ap differences in spatial dom ain, frequency
domain, or both into different groups of vectors with close distances. Many m eth
ods have been developed addressing the feature extraction problem. In this thesis,
we use the orientation histogram, a statistically based feature. Table I shows some
choices we can use for the feature set. The orientation histogram is more suitable
for the description of the texture feature. Its statistical and orientation properties fit
the texture image segmentation very well. Most of the features in Table 1 are only
suitable for the non-textured images.

4.1

Feature Extraction in O ur Algorithm

Texture cues are im portant for image segmentation, because most of the images
of natural scenes in some respect are textured or contain regions which can be char
acterized by repetition, (in fact, pseudo-repetition) of the elementary p a ttern of local
structure. Texture is created by edges and by ridges of different intensity variations
at different frequencies. In the wavelet analysis, detail subbands possess high trans
form energy, which is created by high and m oderate intensity variations of texture
edges and also by noise. Smooth images w ith the extended objects exhibit energy
decrease towards finer scales whereas textured images increase energy at these scales.
47
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Figure 21: Segmentation 1 for the Point Set

This property of the wavelet multiresolution decomposition of the images can be
used effectively for the com putation of the texture features. Due to the decorrela
tion properties of the wavelet transform, dependencies of the coefficients are much
stronger than dependencies of the pixels in spatial domain. The locality property of
the wavelet transform yields the large coefficients, and the compaction property gives
the concentration of the high amplitudes across scales. Coefficient processing at the
appropriate level of resolution reduces the com putational cost. Thus, overall data
processing becomes more efficient. The considerable previous research background
has shown th a t particularly natural textures can be efficiently characterized by sta
tistical features, such as mean, variation, covariance, and the high-order moments[21].
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Figure 22: Segmentation 2 for the Point Set

Orientation histograms and some other histograms, such as histograms of segment
length, intersecting segments, and parallel segment length have been used for tex
ture discrimination. To com pute sim ilarity/dissim ilarity measure and to feed graph
partitioning algorithm, we utilize orientation histogram s to model textures at three
different orientations.
Consider two adjacent blobs, one with horizontal orientation of local structure and
the other with the vertical one, which have to be distinguished. Five histograms for
each transform scale are com puted as follows: For three detail subbands, we compute
horizontal, vertical, and two diagonal histograms. For the low-pass subbands, which
are of low frequency content, we compute cross horizontal and vertical histograms.
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Figure 23: Orientation Histograms of the 1st Level Wavelet Transform

As the orientation information is provided by detailed subbands, we simply apply
the orientation masks, (presented in Figure 10) to extract singularity information.
For the filtered sm ooth subband, we compute the histogram of the coefficients within
n x n block . The pairwise difference between two histograms is evaluated as follows:

(58)

Where N is the dimension of the histograms, hi is the histogram. We divide the
by a scaling factor CTc to allow for emphasizing the difference between regions.
In Figure 11, three texture blocks are shown. Their orientation histograms com-
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Figure 24: O rientation Histograms of the 2nd Level Wavelet Transform

puted at two decomposition levels are presented in Figure 23 and 24 respectively.

4.2

Weighting M atrix and Results

For the gray scale image in spatial domain, the edge weight is defined as th e
product of a feature sim ilarity and spatial proximity term[2I]:

■iiFj - F,- II?
Wij = e

- iiX i- X , 11^
*e

if

X f-X ,-||2< r
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Figure 25: Segm entation of the Brodatz Image Using Non-orientation Histogram

where r i s a threshold, F i is the intensity value of node i.
In our algorithm, we define the edge weight tü.-j between coeSicient i and j as the
following:

Wij = e

(60)

Where <Tc is a scaling factor introduced before.
First, we decompose images into two levels of decomposition using Daubechies’
2, which is featured by com pact support, and it suites well for our task. Then th e
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Figure 26: Segm entation Using H aar Wavelet

histograms are computed; their differences are scaled and the weight m atrix is filled.
The block size of 7 x 7 is used in our experim ents and o"c=0.017. Finally, the NCuts
algorithm is applied. Figures 28 through 32 display the results of segmentation, based
on the above described scheme.
Some other segmentation results can be found at h ttp ://w w w .e e .im lv .e d u /
" d y a c /se g m e n ta tio n .h tm l. We also did experim ents on the segmentation algorithm
proposed by Malik in [34] using the non-orientation histogram feature. The quality of
such a segmentation is inferior when com pared w ith the results yielded by orientation
histograms (see Figure 25).
We have probed different features for N C uts framework, such as standard variation
of energy within blocks and signatures but have not achieved as good results as in case
of orientation histograms. The number of edges and their lengths can be considered
as possible candidates, but since wavelet transform yields some artificial artifacts for
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Feature No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Feature Name
x-Coordinate
y-Coordinate
Brightness
Directionality
Orientation
Area
Shape
Standard Deviation
Angular second moment
Histogram

Table 1: Feature Set
smooth changes, the problem should be solved by multi-scale edge detection. Also,
the continuity of edges should be determined. T h at is, overall processing tim e will
increase dramatically.
Different sm ooth wavelet functions have been tested. The results based on Haar
and biorthogonal 2.2 are presented in Figures 26, 27.

Figure 27: Segmentation Using Bior 2.2 Wavelet
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Figure 28: Segm entation of the Sofa Image

Figure 29: Segmentation of a Brodatz Image
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Figure 30: Segm entation of People Image
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Figure 31: Segmentation of a Scene Image
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Figure 32: Segmentation of A nother Scene Image
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C H A PT E R 5

CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we proposed a wavelet dom ain approach for the image segmentation
using the Normalized C uts framework. A n algorithm was presented th a t employs the
advantages of the normalized cuts m ethod of solving perceptual grouping problem.
Images of natural scenes were treated as textured or possessing some local structure
which can be described by statistical features. Five orientation histogram s and the
weights which measure sim ilarity/dissim ilarity were com puted by processing trans
form coefficients obtained from a two-level wavelet decomposition. As a result, good
segmentation quality was achieved, and the time complexity was substantially re
duced. For an image of 256 x 256, the tim e reduction was a factor of about 50, and
it varied for images of different sizes and contents. The results of segmentation were
presented th a t showed a decent quality of segmentation for most of the presented
images of natural scenes. We also found th a t the sim plest Haar wavelet gave the
fastest segmentation; but like the biorthogonal wavelet, it gave us a worse view of
the images th an the Daubechies wavelet. Besides, with the filter length increasing in
the wavelet transform, the segm entation quality at the border of blobs became worse
since the filtering averages characteristics of more pixels.
As m entioned before, the key for the wavelet dom ain image segmentation is the

59
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feature extraction. In our experiments, we used several well-known features for the
computation of the sim ilarity and the dissimilarity. The one leading to th e best
quality was the Chi-square distance of the orientation histogram for th e textured
images. But using the histogram had drawbacks when it was used to extract the
exact boundaries of different texture blobs, although simply using this feature was
better than the use of only one other feature. We can derive th a t a carefully designed
feature combining several features together w ith different weights will lead us a much
better result in finding the precise boundaries. We can see the possibility of the
use of other techniques for th e refinement of the segmentation, such as applying the
zero-crossing labeling for the edges in the wavelet domain and then applying the
envelop algorithm to extract the regions between the edges. Another potential for
the adaptive segm entation, using our method, is to use the energy relationship of the
wavelet coefficients across different decomposition levels. Because different textured
regions have different cross-level coefficient energy properties, this can be used as the
adaptive factor in our algorithm . We can also apply the shape descriptors in the
wavelet domain; thus the algorithm can be used in some special applications, such as
target recognition, object location. The color information can be added to th e weight
m atrix to exploit the color images.
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